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In our previous papers, [1] and [2], the dynamic problem was considered con-
cerning the propagation of magnetothermoelastic waves in a perfectly conductive
medium, the latter being in a constant primary magnetic field. In the present paper,
we drop the assumption of a perfect conductivity of the medium considering a medium
with finite conductivity. To begin with, we take as our starting point three groups
of equations. The first of them is composed of equations of electrodynamics of
slow-moving media, [3], namely:

(1)

(2)

0) J-^ + £f\^T
(4) div h = 0.

In Eqs. (1)—(4) the symbols A, E stand for the vectors of the magnetic and electric
field intensities, respectively, J denotes the vector of the current density, $ — the
vector of primary, constant magnetic field, u — the displacement vector, fi0 — the
magnetic permeability factor, c — the velocity of light, and, finally, Ao — the electric
conductivity.

The second group consists of equations of motion of an elastic medium supple-
mented with terms derived from Lorentz forces

(5) [xA^u + (A+,M) grad div u — y grad 8 + H [j X H] = Q-^r>

and of the expanded equation of heat conductivity
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The notations used in the two last equations have the following meaning: in Eq.
(5) X denotes the vector of the body force and 0 — the temperature referred to the
natural, undeformed and unstressed state of the body; fx, X are Lamd's isothermic
constants and y = (3/l+2,a) at, where at is the coefficient of linear expansion.
Now, in Eq. (6) % denotes the thermal diffusivity, d = W/QC, where W means the
quantity of heat produced per time and volume unit and cs is the specific heat of
constant deformation. Finally, r\ — yT^jk stands for the coefficient describing the
coupling of the field of temperature with that of deformation, To denoting the
absolute temperature of the body in its natural state (i.e. for 6 = 0); k is the coefficient
of thermal conductivity.

Eliminating the quantities E and j from Eqs. (l)—(3), we obtain the following
relation

_ dh I du \
(7) rot rot h =>-{}—+ p rot {-- X Hj, /? =

Taking into account that

(8) rot rot h = grad div h — Atfi,

as well as relation (4) we reduce Eq. (7) to the form

dh idu
(8') V 2 A - i 9 — iS rot ^— X

Eqs. (5), (6) and (8) describe the propagation of magnetothermoelastic waves in
a medium with finite conductivity.

In the sequel we assume (without loss of generality) the primary magnetic field
to be reduced to the component'/!r = (0, 0, H^) acting along the A'3-axis.

In this case we have

c
j = 4 ^ {h ^ - di h2, di hi — di h3, dt h2 - d2 hi}.

(9) ti = {d2£3 - di E2, d3Ex - di E, ,diE2-d2Ex}>

"0

112, E2

Equations of displacement (5) take the following form:

(10)

b\e —

d2e —

) , g

ydi 8+Xi +

yd,e+X>-

ydi 6+Xi =

4x

to *
4y;

r h

c = sick =
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Equation of heat conductivity (6) undergoes no changes and the system of Eqs.
(8) reduces to a sole equation

dh de
(11) V 2 A / J ^

Now, passing from the spatial problem to the two-dimensional one we assume that
all causes inducing the wave propagation in an unbounded space are independent
of xy Thus, assuming Q = Q (xu x2, t), xj = Xj (xh x2, t), j = 1,2, x3 = 0 the
third equation from the equation group (10) will be dropped. In the remaining
equations all derivatives of functions with respect to x3 should be equalized to 0.

With these assumptions the magnetothermoelastic waves are described by the
following set of equations

(12) Wln

(13) fAY2u1+a+M)dle-ydl 6+Xi - * - — - dy h3 = QUU
47T

Un Hi.
(14) [tV2 J/2+a+^u) d2e - yd2 6+X2 - ~^- d2 h3 = QU2,

1 .
(15) V?0 e-rje = O

it

where e = d\ ut+d2 u2, Vj = d\+d\.
The system of Eqs. (12)—(15) can be partially disjoined, namely by introducing

a decomposition of the displacement vector u = («i, u2, 0) and of the body forces
vector Z = (Xi, X2, 0) into two parts: potential and rotational.

(16) Ui = dt0 - d2ip, M2 = d20+dlip,

(17) *i-e&#-d2Z). X2 =

Introducing Eqs. (16) and (17) into Eqs. (12)—(15), we obtain the following system
of equations

(18)

/ 1 d*

/ 1 d \ d$ Q
(20) V? Q — ?? V? -T- =

\ x dt ot x

(21)
0 i *

Let us observe that Eq. (18) may be solved independently of other equations, which
are conjugate. If in an unbounded space we have 2 = 0 and •& = 0, then the only
factor inducing a motion are the body forces. X— Q {—d2%, d\ %, d). Thus, 0 = 0,
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0 = 0 and /z3 = 0, In the unbounded space only a transverse wave, purely elastic,
propagates with constant velocity c2 = (w/g)1'2. In this case we have

e = d\

and the state of stress described in a general form by the formula

(22) atj = 2fi Eij+(Xe - yd) da

reduces to three quantities

(23) an = a22 = - Ipdi d2tp, a12 = p, (dj — df) ̂

From the formulae (9) we have

h V>, E2 = —

Let us now consider the case, where % = 0 and in the unbounded space sources
of heat Q are acting and body forces X — Q (di, &, d2, •&, 0) derived from the potential
ft. In this case we have y> = 0 in each point of the unbounded space. We have at
our disposal the conjugate equations (19) and (21). Then in the unbounded region
longitudinal magnetothermoelastic waves 0, /t3 and Q will arise.

We shall now eliminate the function h3 from Eqs. (19)—(21). As a result we obtain
a system of two equations; their right-hand sides represent the causes inducing the
wave movemeut.

2 i • l

1 1 1 P 1 C 2 1

(25) £>20_,?V?<Z> = — — .

We have introduced here the following notations

2 d 2 l d 2 1 d2

(26) «n E\ al

Here, the symbol a0 stands for what is called the Alfven velocity. The disturbance
provoked by the existence of the primary magnetic field is characterized by the
term af5V\0 in Eq. (24). Let us observe that in the particular case of perfect conducti-
vity, i.e. for 0̂ = 00 and, consequently, (i = 00, Eq. (24) reduces to the form

(24') ( l + ) V ? P Z 0

or

(24") W20~-^0-moO = j # . cl = c\+al = c\(\+a), mo = ~
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in conformity with the equation derived in [1]. If, in addition, H$ = 0, Eqs. (24)
and (25) transform into the known equation of tliermoelasticity. To determine the
potential 0 we may make use of the equation

1 m 1
(27) \ \ 0

The following notations have been introduced here

b
eT=r\m%, eH=aP>c, dt =-~.

In the equation of longitudinal wave, i.e. in Eq. (27), the coefficient e r characterizes
the conjugation of the temperature field with that of deformation, while the coeffi-
cient eH describes the conjugation of the electromagnetic field with that of deforma-
tion. True, Eq. (27) is very complicated, however, it appears from its very structure
that the magnetothermoelastic wave 0 is a damped wave and undergoes dispersion.

After determining the function 0 as a particular integral of Eq. (27) in an un-
bounded space, we substitute Vj^ in to Eqs. (20) and (21). The solution of these
equations leads to the determination of functions 6 and /13. The function 0 being
known, we are able to determine certain mechanical quantities.

(28) Ui = di0, eij = did}0, e = W20, co3 = £ 0 i«2 - d2«i) = 0.

The stresses ay may be obtained from the formula (22), Eq. (19) being taken into
account. The corresponding formulae read as follows

on = 2/t (0a - 6irt*)+Q (0 - #)+ An , U = 1, 2,

( 2 9 ) , ..
cr33 = - 2^V? 0+Q (0

Electromagnetic quantities are given by formulae (9).
The function Q may be obtained equally as a particular integral of an equation,

derived by means of elimination of the function 0 from Eqs. (24) and (25)

(30) [2>! D2 • ? - — dt V? (erDt+egDj)] 6 - - — (Dt Qf - ajSd* V?) Q —
ft

ci

Similarly, eliminating functions 0 and 0 from Eqs. (19)—(21), we obtain the
following equation

[DXD2 Di dtW\ (eTDx+EHD2)] h = -J-— dt^Q+ ~
fi ft Ct

To solve Eqs. (27), (30) and (31) it is a difficult and cumbersome operation. We will
attempt to simplify them. First, we obtain a notable simplification if we consider
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the wave propagation at Q = 0 as an adiabatic process. In such a case, we have
0 — — rjxe and, consequently, the Eq. (19) will be reduced to the following one

/ , \ / 0 3 3 1

where c\ — , where fii, Aj are Lame's constants measured in adiabatic

conditions.
Eliminating the function A3 from Eqs. (32) and (21), we obtain

(33) (D1 U\ - apdt Vf) <P = j - O i * .
ci

The quantity cj appearing in the operators as well as in the right-hand side of Eq.
(33) is regarded as an adiabatic quantity. Eq. (33) describes the longitudinal magneto-
elastic wave. After determining the function 0 from Eq. (33) we determine the func-
tion h-i from Eq. (21).

A further simplification of Eq. (33) may be obtained if we assume a — c^\c\ 4, 1,
i.e. if we assume the primary magnetic field to be of low value H = (0, 0, i73). Then,
considering a as a small parameter and expanding the function 0 into a power
series, with respect to the quantities

(34) 0 =

we determine the functions appearing in (34) from the following set of equations

•5<p<> = — r
(35)

If the wave motion is induced by a heat source, a considerable simplification of
Eq. (2.7) will be obtained by disregarding the conjugation of the field of deformation
with that of temperature, i.e. assuming sT — 0. In this way we get

(36) i M A D ? J-d,V?]<P= -D& eH=aPx.
f\i ft

If, here again, a — c^/c\ < 1 then, applying the perturbation method and. expressing
0 by the series (34), we obtain the following system of equations
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To illustrate our considerations let us quote a simple example. Assume that
in an unbounded space act body forces distributed uniformly along the x3-axis.
The body forces are due to the potential # and there is •& — •&tjei("t d (r)/2nr. Then
the particular integral of Eq. (27) may be presented with the help of the Hankel's
integral

( 3 7 ) ( M ) = 2nc\\

ia> co
q = — , a — —

x c

The complexity of this integral is obvious. Proceeding by approximation characte-
rized by Eq. (31) we arrive at the following result

( 3 8 )

where
fcj+ii| = fiico+qeH — a*, k\k\ = - Z/Scoo-2.

The quantities /q and /c2 are roots of the equation

/d+£2 [/S/o)+^r% - cr2] _ ^ Q , ^ = 0,

they are conjugated quantities and are chosen so as to have

kp — a p + i b p , a p > \ , b p > l , / 3 = 1 , 2 ,

Under this assumption the conditions of radiation in infinity will be satisfied.
The function 0 may we presented in a closed form:

(39) 0 = -^r Re (pr—£3 [(*? - iH Ko (hi r) - (1% - tfiu) KQ (%)]},

where Ko (z) is the modified Bessel's function of the third kind.
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B. HOBAHKHH, O flByXMEPHOll I1POBJIEME MArHHTOTEPMOyilPyrOCTH.

B 3aMeTKe o6cyscflaeTcs npo6fleMa pacnpocTpaireinw flByxMepiiHX BOJIH, BLi3BanHBix B ne-
orpaniweHHoJt cpefle fleBcTBHeM MaccoBtix CHJI, a Taioice HCTOHHHKOB Tenira. ynpyraa cpe^a
HaXOflHTCJI B nOCTOflHHOM nepBHHHOM MarBHTHOM HOJie, T3K HTO (JiaKTOpW, BH3WBaiOUIHC BOJ1-

HOBoe flBHHteHHe npHBOflflT K o6pa30Bamoo TCMnepaTypHoro H ojieicTpoManuiTiioro nojieM, con-
pjiaceHHtix c noneM fle^opMaujiH. Ilojiaraji, HTO MaccoBLic CHJIW H HCTOIHHKH Tenjia He 3aBii-
CHMBI OT nepeMeiiHoJi xi, npeflnojiaraa flanee, TTO ncpBiraHoe MaraHTnoe nojie fleiiCTBycT BHOJIB
OCH X3, nony>iaeTCfl pa3flejteHiie BonnoBoro flBH>KeHHa na npoflonwibie n nonepe'iHwe BOJIBH.

nonepe>iHaa BonHa ne no^BepraeTcsi 3aTyxanHK> HH ^Hcnepcrai; B npoTHBonoJtoJKiiocTb TOMy,
npoflOJitHBie MaraHTOTepMoynpyrae BOJIHM noflBepraioTca 3aTyxanHio H flHCnepCHH.

Haiconeij, npeflno>KeH MeTofl npH6jmaceiiHoro peuieHHa ypaBHemisi npoflonbiroK BOJIHW npH


